
 

Cricket is a soothing sport that can calm the mind. It is indeed a great sport that stresses the importance of teamwork and
discipline. In this post, we will look at some of the basic cricket rules on how to play it. 

1) Cricket is played between two teams, 11 players on each team with 20 overs per team in total. This means 120 deliveries per
team or 240 balls in total for an innings. 2) The aim of the game is to score more runs than your opponent by batting a batsman's
delivery with a cricket ball until you cannot hit it anymore and be judged two wickets (or outs). 3) A batsman is the only one
who can take delivery in his turn. The other team can not assist in taking a delivery in their turn, even if their batsman was
dismissed. 4) An over consists of one bowler's deliveries and ten fielders to the batting side. In IPL, an over consists of two
bowlers and twelve fielders for the batting side. 5) A bowler is the only one who can concede a delivery to one batsman. If he
fails to do so, he will be given a penalty plus a wicket (or out). If he concedes too many byes or leg-by-es (wides), he will be
given another wicket (or out). 6) If a batsman is caught, stumped, hit the ball on the ground for six runs, run out, hit his wickets
or hit the ball three times. If any of these things occur when he was in his crease (stumps behind him), he is deemed to be
dismissed. 7) A batsman can stay at the crease for two overs in total in an innings. After two consecutive overs in which he was
not dismissed, he must go to the pavilion for a break that lasts one hour. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MLk2oAdd85c
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QmFOBGBLsUo&feature=related
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-IRc6pgyeho&feature=related
http://www.reddit.com/r/cricket/comments/1mgfut/elite_buzz_series_game_of_the_series_2_losers_of
http://famousbirthdaysinhistory2013.blogspot. in/2010/11/indian-cricket-star-virat-kohli.html http://www.sportslogos.net/file_u
pload/016/28831163_0_post_hdrqzpzqzkhzocfocfgoczocsgoczoczoczozozozozozozobzoczoczo.png
http://www.sportslogos.net/file_upload/016/28831163_0_post_hdrqzpzqzkhg2cfgc2g2cfgc2gqcdfgc2gccdcgc2gccdcgc.
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